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ABSTRACT:
Based on a close reading of the debate between Rawls and Sen on primary goods versus capabilities, I argue that liberal theory cannot adequately respond to Sen's critique within a conventionally neutralist framework. In support of the capability approach, I explain why and how it defends a more robust conception of opportunity and freedom, along with public debate on substantive questions about well-being and the good life. My aims are: (i) to show that Sen's capability approach is at odds with Rawls's political liberal version of neutrality; (ii) to carve out a third space in the neutrality debate; and (iii) to begin to develop, from Sen's approach, the idea of public value liberalism as a position that falls within that third space.

RÉSUMÉ :
En me basant sur une lecture attentive du débat entre Rawls et Sen sur les biens premiers versus les capacités, je soutiendrai que la théorie libérale est incapable, dans un cadre neutraliste conventionnel, de répondre adéquatement à des injustices dans le domaine de la santé. À partir de l’approche des capacités, j’explique pourquoi et comment cette approche permet de défendre une conception plus robuste de l’opportunité et de la liberté, de même qu’un débat public sur des questions substantielles concernant le bien-être et la vie bonne. Mes objectifs sont : (i) de clarifier le rapport entre le neutralisme de Rawls et sa défense des biens premiers, (ii), de démontrer les implications de la critique des capacités de Sen, et (iii), d’esquisser une troisième position dans le débat sur la neutralité versus le perfectionnisme – à savoir, celle d’un perfectionnisme motivé par des considérations de légitimité.
The influence of Amartya Sen's capability approach extends across a number of academic disciplines and political contexts. Within political philosophy, the capability approach is principally regarded as an important contribution to the metric of advantage debate, alongside such other metrics as Rawls's social primary goods, Dworkin's resources, Cohen's access to advantage, and Arneson's opportunity for welfare, among others. This paper demonstrates that Sen's arguments and position also bear on the liberal debate about neutrality versus perfectionism. Sen himself has shied away from entering into this second debate. This is unfortunate. Once his view's implications for liberal neutrality are spelled out, the capability approach yields a distinctive alternative in-between the standard versions of neutrality and perfectionism, which I will refer to as 'public value perfectionism'.

I have three aims in this paper: (i) to show that Sen's capability approach is at odds with Rawls's political liberal version of neutrality; (ii) to carve out a third space in the neutrality debate; and (iii) to begin to develop, from Sen's approach, the idea of public value liberalism as a position that falls within that third space.

The first of these tasks involves explaining how the move to capability is not only a move away from primary goods, it is also a move away from Rawls's account of liberal neutrality. I identify three inter-related features of Sen's approach that are at odds with Rawls's neutralism. First, Sen rejects Rawls's idea of a strictly political conception of autonomy. Second, Sen shows little interest in confining himself to reasons, ideas and values that are political in the Rawlsian sense. Third, Sen's view does not confine our collective evaluation of the good life to the social domain of civil society.

To tackle the second task, I argue that the neutrality debate deals not only with the question of whether substantial evaluation of the good has a place in the political domain, but also with the question of whether political philosophy should have an aspirational commitment, as opposed to confining its attention to conditions of legitimacy. The neutrality debate thus has a legitimation-aspiration dimension as well as a neutrality-perfectionism dimension—with legitimation typically joined to neutrality, and aspiration to perfectionism. However, there is no incoherence in the idea of perfectionism motivated by legitimation.

The third task involves arguing that 'perfectionism for legitimation' is an apt description of the position—which I call 'public value perfectionism'—that can be developed from Sen's capability approach. I defend that characterization by identifying the legitimacy-oriented reasons for rejecting primary goods in favour of a metric that seeks to address human difference, including illness and disability.

The paper proceeds in four sections. I begin with a discussion of the neutrality versus perfectionism debate and Sen's comments thereupon. Next I explain Sen's objection to primary goods and its connection to the question of state legitimacy. In the third section, I explain why and how Sen's capability approach gives importance to the public evaluation of the value of activities and states of being. The final section contains my defence of the claim that Sen's capability approach puts him at odds with Rawls's political liberal version of neutrality, and of the claim that Sen's view provides a basis for defending public value perfectionism as a distinctive third position in the neutrality versus perfectionism debate.

1. NEUTRALITY VERSUS PERFECTIONISM

Liberal neutrality is a position about what makes the authority of the state legitimate. The legitimacy question is a vexing one for liberals because they defend the claim that "political power is always coercive power" together with a view of the person that gives pride of place to individual freedom. The task, then, is to provide a justification of the social and institutional arrangements shaped (or shapeable) by the state's power that all members of society can defensibly be expected to be able to reconcile with their freedom and equality as citizens. Liberal neutralists claim that when a society contains a diversity of world views that respect the rights of others, any defensible justification of state authority must be a neutral one that does not appeal to claims about the intrinsic superiority of any particular conception of the good.

State perfectionism comes in many forms, not all of them liberal. What they share in common is the defence of at least some degree of objectivity about value paired with the claim that the state should play a role in the promotion of objective value. What we might call 'Nietzschean perfectionism' would pursue that goal by funneling social resources into the production of a few extraordinary specimens of humanity. Communitarian perfectionism instructs the state to promote a single shared common way of life. In liberal versions, perfectionist goals are tempered by recognition of the value of cultural pluralism (contra communitarianism) and a commitment to egalitarianism (contra Nietzsche). This paper is concerned only with the third group.
Liberal perfectionists defend state actions that are justified by an appeal to a limited objective conception of well-being (limited in the sense that it by no means encompasses all aspects of life); and they do so for egalitarian reasons and in a way that aims to give due weight to the importance of citizens having the freedom and opportunity to pursue a plurality of conceptions of the good. Note that perfectionism so described is, like neutralism, a position about the justification of state actions.

Some alternative descriptions of the debate characterize perfectionism as any view defending state activities that promote—by intention or in effect—particular ways of life over others. I find such descriptions unhelpful. Neutralist liberalism favors ways of life that do not violate the rights of others, that are conducive to a public ethos of civility, and that support the survival and strengthening of liberal democratic norms; and neutralists defend the state promotion of such ways of life on the basis of neutral justifications. The anti-perfectionism of liberal neutrality is best located at the level of state justification.

The focus on justification, however, tends to underemphasize another feature of the positions—namely, that perfectionist theories typically have an aspirational quality, which is often absent in neutralist theories. Liberal perfectionism is typically motivated by a progressive politics that is concerned to advance the well-being or human flourishing of all citizens, particularly those whose access to valuable activities is hampered by economic disadvantage. This ambitious view of the purpose and scope of state authority depends on at least two claims: (i) liberal democratic norms can be justified in terms of well-being contribution; and (ii) the project of well-being promotion can successfully include an active leadership role for the state. Rawls’s political liberal version of neutralism rejects both of those claims, and adopts instead the more modest goal of defending the core features of liberal democratic norms; and neutralists defend the state promotion of such ways of life on the basis of neutral justifications.

The links between perfectionism and aspiration and between neutrality and legitimation are quite strong in the literature, but they are not conceptually necessary. The third position that I will begin to develop from Sen’s capability approach can be described as perfectionism motivated by legitimation. That position, which I call public value perfectionism, is motivated by two thoughts concerning certain conditions of legitimacy (specified in Section III below) that relate to the fair distribution of advantage: (i) Rawls’s neutralist liberalism is unable to satisfy those conditions in a way that adequately takes into account human difference, including illness and disability; and (ii) that overcoming this limitation requires some public, political engagement with questions about perfectionist value—more specifically, questions about which ‘doings’ and ‘beings’ are valuable.

Turning now to Sen’s comments on the neutrality debate, he has directly referred to the issue of state neutrality twice in his writings, both times in a footnote. Those two comments should first be addressed, in order to cut off the objection that the question of capability and neutrality was resolved—in favour of neutralism—nearly twenty years ago in “Justice: Means versus Freedoms”. In that article, Sen argues that Rawls was mistaken when he claimed that capability comparisons require a prior specification of one particular comprehensive view of the good. Sen responds,

Capability reflects a person’s freedom to choose between alternative lives (functioning combinations), and its value need not be derived from one particular “comprehensive doctrine” demanding one specific way of living.

This passage shows that Sen is not a communitarian perfectionist, but we cannot therefore infer that he is neutralist. Similarly, Sen’s agreement with Rawls that people should not be compensated for their choices of ends (their so-called ‘inter-end variation’) does not demonstrate a commitment to neutrality, because holding people responsible for the effects of their choices is also compatible with liberal perfectionism.

In the first of his two notes on neutrality, Sen recognizes neutrality as important, especially for Rawls’s theory.

If every possible list of primary goods (and every way of doing an index) makes some people’s ends very well served and others terribly minutely so, then the important feature of “neutrality” is lost, and the entire line of reasoning of “justice as fairness” is significantly undermined.

However, this passage is not a direct endorsement of neutrality. Moreover, Sen’s second note, which is made in the context of
Inequality Reexamined’s critical discussion of Rawls’s political conception of justice, expresses ambivalence toward the neutralist project.

There is a relate—but larger—issue regarding the exact role of ‘neutrality’ in political liberalism and the feasibility and desirability of imposing neutrality on theories of justice and fairness. ... The discussion here bears on that issue, but I shall not, here, go on to a fuller treatment of that larger problem.24

This shows that the question of capability and neutrality is a live one. The fuller treatment towards which Sen gestured has not yet surfaced; this paper’s fourth section will take on that task.

2. SEN’S OBJECTION TO PRIMARY GOODS

As preparation for discussion of the capability approach and its relevance for the neutrality versus perfectionism debate, this section explains Sen’s objection to primary goods and its bearing on the question of state legitimacy. Sen argues that Rawls mistakes primary goods for what is valuable, making him guilty of ‘goods fetishism’.25 In Sen’s view, what is valuable is the power that primary goods give people to pursue their objectives. He accuses Rawls of focusing only on the ‘means to freedom’, when what matters is the ‘extent of freedom’.26

I do not think Sen’s objection is best phrased in terms of charging Rawls with goods fetishism or with valuing only the means to freedom, even though this is, in fact, the phrasing Sen chooses. What he should have said is that Rawls mistakenly defends primary goods as an adequate indicator of positive freedom. Consider the following passage from Rawls:

[The worth, that is, the usefulness of [the basic] liberties ... is estimated by the index of primary goods.... The difference principle, in maximizing the index available to the least advantaged, maximizes the worth to them of the equal liberties enjoyed by all. Yet some have more income and wealth than others, and so more all-purpose means for realizing their ends.27]

The basic liberties have worth for an individual to the extent that she can make use of them to pursue her ends. A person’s share of primary goods estimates this worth. Therefore, primary goods are meant to tell us how well a person can make use of her liberties in pursuit of her ends—in other words, how much power she has to pursue her ends.

Sen’s objection should be understood not as accusing Rawls of denying that positive freedom is what matters, but rather as rejecting the adequacy of primary goods as an indicator of positive freedom. The objection is based on the importance of what Sen calls ‘inter-individual variation’. This refers to differences in what I will call ‘conversion ability’, which Sen describes as “what power [a person] has to convert primary goods into the fulfillment of [her] ends.”28 Rawls rules out differences in conversion ability. He argues that for the purpose of formulating the fundamental principles of a theory of justice, it is appropriate to adopt a simplifying assumption that takes all citizens to be “normal and fully cooperating members of society.”29 He writes,

[We] have made an important background assumption: namely, that with respect to the kinds of needs and requirements that political justice should take into account, citizens’ needs and requirements are sufficiently similar for an index of primary goods to serve as a suitable and fair basis for interpersonal comparisons in matters of political justice.30

According to this assumption, a given share of primary goods increases positive freedom in roughly the same way for everyone. Inter-individual variation is disregarded.

Sen rejects Rawls’s simplifying assumption for several reasons. First, differences in conversion ability do not merely constitute exceptional cases. These differences are pervasive, applying to all sectors of humanity.31 To make this claim plausible, Sen points to numerous sources of variation, including: “age, sex, physical and mental health, bodily prowess, intellectual abilities, climatic circumstances, epidemiological vulnerability, [and] social surroundings.”32 Second, Sen claims that these differences are significant in their effects: “[O]ur physical and social characteristics make us immensely diverse creatures.”33 Finally, and most importantly, these differences are to a large extent morally arbitrary34 in much the same way as the natural and social contingencies to which Rawls famously draws our attention.35 The claim then is that differences in conversion ability are pervasive, profound and morally arbitrary. To further strengthen Sen’s argument, I will now explain how these points relate to state legitimacy, which requires returning briefly to Rawls.
The morally arbitrary natural and social contingencies that Rawls addresses affect a person’s economic talent—her ability to convince others to offer high rewards for her labour power. Rawls therefore argues that in the case of economic rewards, appeals to moral desert are unwarranted; and yet he nonetheless defends an economic system with differential rewards that favour those whose contributions are more valued by others. In Rawls’s view, the moral arbitrariness of talent does not give us cause to reject the practice of giving higher pay to those who work harder or better; rather, it gives us reason to implement a tax and transfer system that adjusts the levels of advantage attached to the various social positions so that the occupants of the least advantaged position benefit in absolute terms from the inequalities of the cooperative scheme. This framework specifies how individuals can take advantage of their place in the distribution of talent in a way that they can reasonably expect those least favoured by that distribution to be able to reasonably accept.

Rawls’s theory thus yields a hierarchy of social positions and it affirms the appropriateness of the differential levels of advantage that are attached to them. That is, the theory in effect defends the claim that it is just that social position P comes with level of advantage A, that position Q comes with level B, and so on. Note, however, that that claim is not equivalent to the claim that it is just that a particular position comes with a particular share of primary goods. Primary goods are meant to serve as proxy for positive freedom; and, as I argued at the beginning of this section, Rawls and Sen agree that advantage is ultimately a matter of positive freedom. Hence, the fundamental claim about differential advantage is that it is just that a particular position comes with a particular level of positive freedom. The defensibility of substituting primary goods for positive freedom is a further claim. In order to legitimate the state imposition of Rawls’s version of the basic structure, both the fundamental claim and the claim about primary goods must be defended as things that all members of society can reasonably be expected to be able to reconcile with their freedom and equality as citizens.

Rawls’s arguments in favour of the fundamental claim are quite strong. Since my disagreement is focused elsewhere, I will treat those arguments as fully convincing for the present purposes. The further claim about primary goods, however, is undercut by Sen’s objection. An ideal of citizenship that rules out differences in conversion ability is overly exclusive given the epidemiology of human difference.

Once we assume a citizenry that exhibits such difference, it is no longer reasonable to expect that citizens who affirm the fundamental claim—that it is just that a particular social position comes with a particular level of positive freedom—would also be able to reasonably accept the reformulation that replaces positive freedom with primary goods. This is because under the reformulation, the entitlements attached to a particular social position would yield considerably different levels of positive freedom, depending on the morally arbitrary distribution of conversion ability among the occupants of that position. This differential reward conflicts with the fundamental claim.

Rawls defends primary goods out of a desire to measure advantage without measuring positive freedom. But this strategy restricts the reach of egalitarian distributive justice to citizens with physical and mental abilities (and health states) within the normal range. If state authority is to be legitimated, then the basic structure (and its distributive effects) must be reconcilable with the freedom and equality of all citizens, regardless of conversion ability. Seeking a solution to the problems with primary goods is therefore a part of the task of legitimation.

We might be tempted to argue that the problems at hand would be dealt with by the difference principle, since the purpose of that principle is to mitigate the effects of natural lottery. However, the difference principle is designed to address disadvantage between social positions, not within them. Citizens with low conversion ability do not form a distinct social position, because there is no necessary correspondence between conversion ability and economic talent. In the case of conversion ability, any mitigating effect produced by the difference principle would be accidental. Legitimacy considerations give us reason, then, to develop an adequate metric of advantage. Such a metric is achievable, Sen argues, if we measure positive freedom more directly, using the notion of capability.

3. SEN’S CAPABILITY APPROACH

This section explains why and how Sen’s capability approach gives importance to the public evaluation of the value of activities and states of being. Sen describes capability as ‘well-being freedom’, the freedom to achieve well-being. He has in mind a robust conception of freedom that includes the presence of social and personal resources. Capability can equally be thought of as a measure of real opportunity, and I find this more intuitive. Sen’s proposal, then, is that we
measure a person’s positive freedom in terms of the real opportunity she has to achieve well-being. In his approach, a person’s well-being is measured by judging the value of her ‘functionings’, which are described as ‘doings’ and ‘beings’. A functioning is anything that persons can do or be. The category of doings includes general activities like moving about or communicating with others, as well as very specific activities like chewing spearmint gum or going to see Rent on Broadway.

Note that this inclusiveness extends to both worthwhile and trivial things. The notion of functionings is not inherently evaluative. Consequently, a person’s well-being cannot be measured simply by listing her functionings. The value of those functionings must also be judged. The worthwhile activities and states of being that enrich a person’s life must be distinguished from her trivial doings and beings that make no contribution to her well-being. A good life is a life where there is value in what a person manages to do and to be. As a description of capability, we can therefore replace “the freedom to achieve well-being” with “the genuine opportunity to engage in valuable activities and achieve valuable states of being.” A person has a high level of positive freedom when a wide range of valuable activities and valuable states of being are live options for her. Sen refers to such a range as a ‘capability set’. How, then, do we compare the value of different capability sets?

Sen rejects the count method—which evaluates capability sets according to the number of options in each set—on the grounds that there is an obvious and compelling sense in which a person is given more positive freedom by a set of options she judges to be valuable than by a set of the same number of options she judges to be worthless or detrimental. Sen argues that the evaluation of capability sets requires judging the value of the options themselves. We need to come up with a list of which functionings are valuable, and then we have to rank the members of the list in terms of how much value they each have. This bears resemblance to what Griffin calls an objective-list account of well-being, which is not surprising since Sen is significantly objectivist about well-being. He writes that “the ‘limits’ of objectivity extend well into the assessment of well-being.”

However, he does not defend a universal ranking of valuable functionings. In fact, in his theory the evaluation of functionings is done ultimately by individuals. He argues that objectivism about well-being is compatible with giving centrality to individual evaluations, because even with objectivism, it is not unreasonable for different people to evaluate functionings differently. He claims this because (i) he defends a conception of objectivity that is ‘position-dependent’, and (ii) he expects the value ranking of functionings to be incomplete. Consequently, when measuring one person’s capability, the value of her range of feasible functionings options is to be judged in light of her own ‘valuation function’—that is, in light of her own beliefs about the value of functionings.

Of course, as a metric of advantage, the capability approach is primarily meant to be used in society-wide applications, rather than to measure people’s individual levels of positive freedom. Sen’s rejection of a universal objective ranking of the value of functionings (i.e., a universal valuation function) presents a significant challenge in this regard—especially because he also argues against the feasibility of “inter-valuation-functional” comparisons of well-being. Comparing different people’s well-being requires not only listing and comparing their doings and beings; it also requires attaching values to those functionings. As a result, interpersonal comparisons of either well-being or capability require (at least partial) agreement among the relevant people’s beliefs about the value of doings and beings. The social evaluation of capability is possible only insofar as a common society-wide valuation function can be established—that is, a public ranking of the value of specified activities and states of being. Defending capability as our metric of advantage involves defending the need for a public ranking of valuable functionings that is defensibly applicable to all citizens.

A public valuation function makes it possible to judge how much disadvantage is imposed by various factors affecting conversion ability. Using the standard kinds of empirical data familiar to economists, we can check whether there are any consistent discrepancies in the achievement of the particular functionings on the public list. If any such discrepancies can be reliably traced to particular unchosen personal or environmental features, then it can be inferred that those features typically produce conversion impairments. These impairments are differences in conversion ability that reduce the level of positive freedom that a person gets from a particular share of primary goods.

To fulfill the requirements of the fundamental claim discussed above (namely, that each social position justly comes with a particular level of positive freedom, which should be sufficiently similar for all occupants of that position), we must seek to determine how best to mit-
igate or remove the identified conversion impairments. The design of the basic structure must contain an institutional commitment to those goals if that structure is to be something that it is reasonable to expect citizens of varying conversion ability to reasonably accept. The incorporation of that commitment is thus a condition for the legitimacy of liberal state authority.

Typically, what causes unchosen personal features to yield conversion impairments is not only (and sometimes not at all) the nature of those features. A large (and sometimes overwhelming) causal role is played by the social response to those features, which includes how much or how little the features are taken into account in the collective design of our physical and social environments. We should expect therefore that mitigating or removing conversion impairments will involve a combination of extra resources, physical and institutional accommodations, and, importantly, state support for efforts to revise social environments in the direction of greater inclusion.

4. CAPABILITY AND PUBLIC VALUE PERFECTIONISM

Rawls’s defense of the doctrine of primary goods as a neutral ‘political’ conception of the good runs as follows. Since reasonable comprehensive doctrines do not agree on a full conception of the person, we need a political conception of the person as citizen that is built up only from the implications of viewing society as a fair system of social cooperation. This political conception of the citizen makes room for agreement on the needs of people as citizens, from which the list of primary goods, Rawls argues, can be drawn forth.

Sen’s view is at odds with Rawls’s political liberal version of neutralism in at least three ways that I will presently identify; yet neither does the capability approach fit the mold of the standard versions of liberal perfectionism, as I will explain below. Instead, the capability approach can be argued to yield a third distinctive position in this debate—public value perfectionism. This position is compatible with the neutralist anxiety about aspirational perfectionism, even while it argues against the adequacy of neutralist justice. The result is a defense of a limited role for public evaluation of the good in the political sphere justified by the needs of legitimation. The first two features of Sen’s view that I will discuss in this section conflict specifically with the political liberal character of Rawls’s neutralism, and they have to do with how Sen envisions the development of a public ranking of valuable functionings.

First, he appeals to the “constructive role” of democracy in the formation of values. He applauds how the practice of democratic institutions fosters “reasoned scrutiny” of one’s inherited views, and he specifies that beliefs about value are politically important only if they can survive reasoned scrutiny. This suggests a conception of individual autonomy that is more robust than the political liberal version that Rawls defends. Although Sen does not go so far as to defend Mill’s ideal of individuality, where actively questioning one’s inherited views is regarded as a key component of the good life, Sen’s position does nonetheless seem to demand—or at least permit and praise—the state promotion of reasoned scrutiny.

This goes against Rawls’s response to reasonable private communitarians—individuals who belong to the overlapping consensus via their permissible conception of the good, yet regard their own comprehensive doctrine as “already formed and firmly held, and in this sense given.” Of course, there is no indication that Sen’s view demands the coercive imposition of liberal norms in private life, but Rawls insists furthermore that neither should the state non-coercively promote liberal norms in the private lives of the “many persons [who] may not examine their acquired beliefs and ends but take them on faith, or be satisfied that they are matters of custom or tradition.” Sen’s arguments imply that it is important for the state to non-coercively encourage a liberal stance of rational revisability towards one’s inherited views. The broadening and strengthening of social practices of reasoned scrutiny is claimed to play a key role in facilitating overlap among people’s beliefs about value, upon which a public ranking of functionings can be based.

Second, the content of that overlapping agreement in Sen’s view is at odds with Rawls’s political liberalism. In Rawls’s view, a defensible conception of justice must not only be able to be the site of an overlapping consensus, it must also be justifiable on the basis of ‘political values’. Rawls introduces the idea of the overlapping consensus as a response to worries that the strictly political (in the Rawlsian sense) justification of justice as fairness could not carry sufficient psychological force to earn society-wide allegiance. He concedes this point, but argues that justice as fairness—in its political liberal reformulation—can also be affirmed from within the many different reasonable comprehensive doctrines for non-political reasons peculiar to each, cementing citizens’ support for it. The strictly political justification, however, must be provided alongside such affirma-
Sen objects to making the provision of strictly political justifications an absolute requirement for a theory of justice. He is rightly concerned that the constraints of political liberalism leave Rawls’s theory little power to address the full range of injustices in societies that lack endorsement of the Rawlsian idea of society or that lack political norms of tolerance and public reason. I argue in the next section that the constraints of political liberalism also restrict the ability to address particular injustices within liberal democracies associated with conversion impairments. In Sen’s approach, there is no indication that the overlapping agreement on valutational rankings must be based (or be able to be based) on ideas and values that are political in the Rawlsian sense.

The third non-neutralist feature of Sen’s view is arguably at odds with political and comprehensive liberal neutralists alike. Of the three features I discuss, it is the most central to the capability approach as a whole. This feature is the fact that the evaluations of doings and beings required for the creation of the public list unavoidably take place in the public political sphere (as well as in civil society and private life). Sen endorses public debate about values as part of the democratic promotion of reasoned scrutiny, which in turn is important for the feasibility of a public valuation function. Statements about the value of doings and beings are central to world views. Identifying which activities and states of being are valuable makes up a large part of most full conceptions of the good. Of course, it is not the mere fact that non-political ideas of the good are voiced and discussed in public debate that puts Sen’s view at odds with neutralism. In Rawls’s “wide view of public reason”, it is appropriate for non-political ideas of the good to be voiced in public political debates so long those ideas are buttressed by political arguments supporting the proposal in question in due course. Rawls endorses the voicing of non-political values in the public sphere on the grounds that doing so can facilitate mutual understanding between groups with very different perspectives. However, political arguments are to be given principal weight in the discussion and ensuing decisions. Sen’s view does not contain this political liberal requirement. His emphasis on reasoned agreement through public debate leaves open the possibility of non-political ideas of the good playing a role—perhaps even a large role—in the creation of a public valuation function. In the next section I argue furthermore that such a role is inevitable if we are to extend the scope of justice to all citizens regardless of conversion ability. Creating the public list, which is itself a partial conception of the good, thus involves debate in the public political sphere on questions about the good that neutralists argue should be contained within civil society and private life.

On the justification-centered understanding of the neutrality versus perfectionism debate, the fact that Sen’s view is at odds with neutralism suggests that his view is therefore committed to a form of perfectionism. That understanding of the debate, however, misses the legitimation-aspiration dynamic between neutralism and perfectionism as each is standardly articulated in the literature. Perfectionist theories typically defend a state duty to encourage citizens to come to value and pursue objectively worthwhile ways of living. Aspirational projects of this kind are not ruled out by the move to measure advantage (conceived of as positive freedom) in terms of capability. But neither do the features of Sen’s view commit him to aspirationalism. What Sen’s arguments do commit him to is public value perfectionism. This position (in-between neutrality and aspirational perfectionism) defends a limited role for the public deliberation about the good life within state forums, the results of which—if successful—are to be used by the state to ensure fair terms of cooperation for citizens with varying conversion ability, thereby fulfilling a condition for liberal state legitimacy.

CONCLUSION

To address injustices relating to differences in conversion ability (including illness and disability), what is ultimately required is a specification of the activities and states of being that people reasonably want to be live options for them. Public deliberation about the good is an unavoidable element in the construction of such a list. This demands revising our understanding of the neutrality versus perfectionism debate. I have argued that Sen’s capability approach yields a distinctive third position: public value perfectionism. Defending public value perfectionism involves defending the feasibility of a public political exercise that is at odds with neutralism. Creating a public valuation function presents a formidable challenge in light of the multiple diversities of modern liberal democracies—one that must be faced if liberal theory is to affirm the full citizenship of all members of society regardless of conversion ability.
Since writing this paper, my position and arguments have undergone several revisions that I have not been able to incorporate into this piece. In particular, I no longer think that merely demonstrating the need for a public ranking of valuable functionings shows that Sen’s critique provides the basis for a defence of public value perfectionism. Nonetheless, I hope that the arguments in this paper are of interest. For a fuller account, please see Christopher Lowry, “Perfectionism within Neutrality: Extending Liberal Justice to Citizens with Disabilities”, PhD diss. Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada, 2009. For helpful comments on earlier drafts I am especially indebted to Christine Sypnowich and Will Kymlicka. I would also like to thank Jerome Bickenbach, Amanda Gibeault, Rahul Kumar, Henry Laycock, Andrew Lister, Alistair Macleod, Jim Molos, Margaret Moore, Doug Paletta, Geneviève Rousselière, Jenny Szende, Steven Wall, two anonymous reviewers for this journal, and participants at the International Conference on Liberal Neutrality organized by the Centre de Recherche en Éthique de l’Université de Montréal, at Queen’s Department of Philosophy Colloquium and at the annual meetings of the Canadian Philosophical Association, the Western Canadian Philosophical Association, the North American Society for Social Philosophy, and the Society of Value Inquiry. The research for this paper was funded in part by the Ontario Graduate Scholarship program.
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